THEME FEATURES

31 Guest Editors' Introduction: Art and Animation
Thomas A. DeFanti and Charles A. Csuri

Frank Dietrich
Current technology provides today's computer artists with the means to almost unlimited creativity, but pioneers in the field had to overcome some formidable obstacles.

46 Computer/Art — Depolarization and Unification
Duane M. Palyka
Western society tends to separate individuals into the archetypal roles of artist and scientist. With computer graphics tools, artists can integrate these roles and produce unique artwork.

57 BUCOLIC: A Program for Teaching Color Theory to Art Students
Barbara Meier
The standard method of teaching color theory is cumbersome at best. Computer graphics can solve problems of time and tedium and cover much more material as well.

66 The Paint Problem
Copper Giloth and Jane Veeder
The paint interface: Is it a vehicle to easy electronic art or obstacle to creative involvement with computer graphics?

76 An Indexed Bibliography on Computer Animation
Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann and Daniel Thalmann